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Executive Summary 

This deliverable analyses the overall operational context of automated driving, including regulatory frameworks, 
operational barriers, existing solutions and expected trends, both at technological and market levels, setting up the 
stage of the Trustonomy project whose vision is to raise the safety, trust and acceptance of automated vehicles by 
helping to address the corresponding technical and non-technical challenges. 

First a briefly recall of the key objectives of the project is given along with its seven pillars: a methodological 
framework for the operational assessment of driver monitoring systems; a methodological framework for the 
operational assessment of various human machine interface designs; an ethical automated-decision-support 
framework, covering liability concerns and risk assessment; novel driver training curricula for human drivers of 
automatic driving systems; a framework for driver intervention performance assessment, covering a set of widely 
acceptable methods; simulations and field trials of human drivers of automated driving systems to assess 
performance, trust and acceptance; and, the provision of policy recommendations and contributions to standards. 
A review on key ideas on trust in automation is also provided. 

Next follows a brief historical account of autonomous driving with key events and achievement. This includes a 
recall of the SAE levels of automation as well as the most relevant autonomous vehicle hardware and software 
components. Then, the major impacts of automated driving are gathered assessing them as positive, negative or 
other, depending on several contextual factors. They are all displayed in an influence diagram together, so as to 
facilitate a better grasping of the complexity of the phenomenon of trust in autonomous driving. Such impacts are 
then further analysed through a simple risk analysis map. A survey of some of the regulatory frameworks related 
with AVs is then included, with focus on European Union developments and the countries intervening in the 
Trustonomy pilots, including also ISO relevant standards. 

Finally, in the light of the operational context, the seven project pillars are reviewed followed by a detailed sketch 
of the research and innovation actions proposed to pursue the goals of Trustonomy. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 WP1 Description 

This deliverable belongs to WP1, entitled Operational Context Definition. This work package will identify the overall 
operational context where the Trustonomy framework is expected to operate, including the regulatory framework 
concerning automated driving and the state-of-the-art (SoA) and state-of-the-practice (SoP) of relevant 
technologies, and will derive the functional/non-functional requirements and the characteristics of the proposed 
solution. Its main objectives include: 

 The identification of major regulatory/operational barriers that affect automated driving. 

 The review of the SoA and SoP for relevant technologies. 

 The identification of the requirements for the Trustonomy framework. 

 The identification of the proper methodologies for operational/performance/impact assessment.  

 The envisioning of major services/applications to be developed. 

1.2 T1.1 Description 

This task will analyse the overall operational context of automated driving, including the regulatory framework, the 
operational barriers, the existing solutions and the expected trends (both at technological and market levels). 
Activities in this task include the study of the SoA and SoP analysis of automated driving, an analysis of existing and 
evolving regulations at European level and a survey of existing technical solutions, business initiatives, research 
projects and market trends. 

1.3 Deliverable Structure 

The structure of the rest of the deliverable is as follows: 

 Section 2 will briefly recall the seven pillars of Trustonomy and revise some ideas on trust in automation. 

 Then, in Section 3 a brief historical overview of autonomous driving is provided, together with the 
automation levels usually accepted as well as the most relevant Autonomous Vehicle (AV) hardware and 
software components. 

 Next, Section 4 presents impacts of automated driving, assessing them as positive or negative and 
displaying them in an influence diagram together with relevant contextual factors. 

 A risk analysis of the impacts related with AVs is sketched in Section 5. 

 Some of the regulatory frameworks related with AVs are reviewed in Section 6, with a focus on the 
European Union (EU) and the countries intervening in the Trustonomy pilots. 

 Section 7 identifies key issues to follow along the seven pillars of Trustonomy and sketches how to proceed 
along them. 

 Finally, Section 8 provides conclusions. 
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2 Trustonomy. The Context 

AVs are becoming a reality. Indeed, most of the major automakers have plans to commercially release an AV 
model, nearly or fully self-driving, by 2020-2021. Despite these, current projections of market analysts indicate that 
broad adoption of fully AVs might be decades away. Thus, the human factor will remain essential for the safety and 
performance of road transport for a while: due to the necessary driver-vehicle interaction in cases when the limits 
of the Operational Design Domain (ODD) of an Automated Driving System (ADS) are reached; because of the co-
existence of fully-, semi- and non- autonomous vehicles, which is likely to raise unexpected challenges; due to 
human factors such as overreliance, skill degradation, behavioural adaptation, reduced situational awareness, or 
inadequate mental models of automation functioning 

Critical to the human role in Connected Automated Driving (CAD) is the transition from the automated to the 
manual driving mode. This might be system-initiated, whereby the ADS issues a Request to Intervene (RtI) 
command, when the ADS detects a system limit, e.g. because of a sensor malfunction, extreme weather conditions, 
the appearance of evolving accident scenes, a hazardous traffic code violation from another vehicle or the falling of 
goods. However, the transition can also be user-initiated, e.g. to provide a corridor for emergency vehicle access, 
or follow hand signals given by a traffic enforcement officer. 

In a dynamic driver-vehicle interaction scheme, several challenges arise. First, in parallel to the detection of system 
limits, the driver’s availability to intervene has to be evaluated, through continuous Driver Monitoring System 
(DMS). Second, the transition’s success has to be ensured by proactively allowing sufficient lead time and utilising 
appropriate and comprehensible Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) that maximise situation awareness. Third, 
driver training has to evolve to meet the safety challenges of driving an automated vehicle. Fourth, assessing driver 
intervention performance as well as ADS user acceptance, depending on different levels of automation and take-
over requests, becomes essential. Moreover, the implications of automated decision-making from a legal or ethics 
perspective have to be examined and risk models for the variability in automation levels have to be developed. 
Notably, although there are a few ongoing research-oriented activities such as on human performance and state in 
the context of automated driving ISO TC22/SC39, UNECE and SAE, there is a lack of standards, pilot results and 
established practices in the aforementioned fields, such as for HMIs in automated driving and for takeover 
performance assessment. Running parallel to these challenges is the dimension of trust, not interpersonal but in 
technology and, specifically, in automation. 

The vision of Trustonomy [35] is to raise the safety, trust and acceptance of automated vehicles by helping to 
address the aforementioned technical and non-technical challenges through a well-integrated and inter-disciplinary 
approach. The project will investigate, setup, test and comparatively assess, in terms of performance, ethics and 
acceptability, different relevant technologies and approaches in a variety of autonomous driving and RtI scenarios, 
covering different types of users (in terms of age, gender, driving experience, etc.), road transport modes (private 
cars, trucks, buses), levels of automation and driving conditions. 

Trustonomy will build around seven pillars: 
1. A methodological framework for the operational assessment of different DMSs. The framework will enable 

studies for the suitability of different technologies (relying either on single sensors, or on the fusion of 
multiple sensors data) and of continuous context-aware driver behaviour analysis models for use in RtI.  

2. A methodological framework for the operational assessment of various HMI designs, including visual, 
auditory, haptic, timing and content factors, on driver intervention performance across all related levels of 
automation, as well as on keeping the human driver aware of the ADS state and reliability.  

3. An ethical automated-decision-support framework, covering liability concerns and risk assessment. This 
would cover compatible insurance models, ethical decision-making and auditability mechanisms when 
ambiguities arise.  

4. Develop novel Driver Training Curricula for human drivers of ADS to face the new challenges and models.  
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5. A framework for Driver Intervention Performance Assessment (DIPA), covering a set of widely acceptable 
methods comprising time-based intervention performance measures and subjective take-over quality 
measures.  

6. Simulations and field trials of human drivers of ADS to assess performance, trust and acceptance. This will 
be done for a range of DMSs, HMI designs, automated decision-making models and driver training 
methods, in various road transport modes, with different levels of complexity in terms of driving scenarios, 
through the close engagement of a large and representative set of real users. Four pilots will be 
performed.  

7. Based on the lessons learnt, issue policy recommendations and contribute to standards so as to facilitate 
the adoption of connected and AVs across Europe. 

Since trust in automation is key in this project, a few ideas about such psychological state are recalled. It may be 
defined as one’s willingness to place himself/herself in a vulnerable position, with respect to a technology, with a 
positive expectation of an outcome or a positive nature of future behaviour [27]. The authors in [34] referred to 
trust in automated systems outlining the possibility that users might exhibit inappropriate levels of it, leading to 
overreliance or complacency. Conversely, under-trust can lead drivers to take control of driving in contexts in 
which automated technology is better. In [24] it is described how the use of an automated system is dependent not 
only on the user’s trust, but also on self-confidence in own skills. This is especially pertinent in driving, as drivers 
tend to view themselves as highly skilled. Errors in self-calibration can lead to distrust or over-trust. A clear mental 
model of an automated system, along with training and appropriate feedback regarding system status, represents 
a clear means of promoting an accurate appraisal of system capabilities. This suggests incorporating it in driving 
training, as in pillar 4 of Trustonomy. In [25] it is highlighted the importance of contextual factors on the evolution 
of trust in automation as well as its dynamic nature. Most of this research relates to involving humans-in-the-loop.  

However, trust can also be a factor in people without having direct exposure or experience with such systems. 
Some studies suggest that while people generally feel positive about AD they retain a degree of concern for fully 
AVs. In [37] online internet surveys were conducted and it was found that the majority of drivers held somewhat 
positive or very positive opinions of AVs; the majority of studies showed that drivers in all participating countries 
felt that completely self-driving vehicles will reduce both crashes and injuries; however, a majority of drivers were 
very or moderately concerned about riding in a vehicle with no driver controls available. Finally, when asked to 
discuss how they would spend their spare time in a fully AV, around 40% said they would still keep their eyes on 
the road while around 10% said they would just refuse riding in one. But trust in technology can have adverse 
consequences. A minority of the people indicated that they would totally detach themselves from monitoring the 
road and the driving task. Recent data from the aviation world suggest that auto-piloting has been generally good 
for safety; however, in critical circumstances, it has also led to dramatic airplane crashes, most often due to poor 
situational awareness on the part of the pilot when human intervention was actually required, [19]. 

Kaur and Rampersad investigated in [22] through questionnaires factors potentially affecting the adoption of 
driverless cars including: 

 Performance expectancy. Automated driving needs to have high performance requirements in its 
components and as a whole; in this case, it will influence adoption of AV positively. 

 Reliability. Constrained by the software and hardware that AVs carry, supported by high test coverage, but 
challenged by the cars’ ability to cope with edge case scenarios; it would positively influence adoption of 
AVs. 

 Security risks, including those due to traffic disruptions, malware and others; they may jeopardise adoption 
of AVs. 

 Privacy issues. They clearly affect AVs, which, for example, may store and transmit the travel patterns of a 
person. Moreover, AVs select routes on their own, limiting human autonomy and compromising privacy. 
Should they be solved, they would positively influence adoption of AVs.  

 Trust. Users may find dehumanizing to lose choice and control over the eventual steering wheel of an AV. 
Giving up control means passing it to the AV which will monitor factors inside (driver monitoring, occupant 
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sensing,…) and outside the car (roads, driving conditions,…) as well as the transmission of data, possibly 
sharing it with the infrastructure or nearby cars. Trust would positively influence the adoption of driverless 
cars. 

Trustonomy will focus on identifying potentially positive and negative impacts of AVs and propose approaches to 
enhance the positive ones and mitigate the negative ones. 
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3 History and trends in automated driving 

The idea of a car that can drive by itself has been around for a long time. In 1939, General Motors (GM) was 
already displaying its Futurama exhibit, a city where cars drove themselves across automated highway tracks. Two 
decades later, GM and Radio Corporation of America (RCA) began experimenting with scale models of automated 
highway systems. GM also developed the Firebirds, a series of concept cars used to promote automated driving. By 
the late 1950s, GM presented additional models with some success and were able to detect obstacles in the road. 
A comprehensive overview of the historic development of automated highway systems from the late 1950’s up to 
about 1990 is available in [3], whereas [20] provides a full historical account.  

In Japan, teams of engineers developed their own version of an AV. In 1977, the Tsukuba Mechanical Engineering 
Department displayed the first truly autonomous car, which featured two cameras that could process images of 
the road and used street markers to track its direction. In the beginning of 1980s, various universities started 
partnering with transport agencies and car manufacturers to research new concepts of AVs in two categories: 
automated highway systems guiding automated vehicles on some sort of grid; and autonomous and 
semiautonomous vehicles functioning independently of the highway infrastructure. In 1997, PATH presented their 
DEMO97, which comprised eight autonomous vehicles moving in a highway, embedded with magnets. An example 
of an early independent AV was developed by Dickmanns’ team in the early 1980s that managed to travel at 100 
Km/h on an empty highway, guided by cameras. In 1995, Carnegie Mellon researchers presented their NavLab 
series of AVs; their fifth model drove across the country and was 98% autonomous.  

In the early 2000s, automobile companies and researchers began to glimpse AVs within reach. The U.S. DARPA held 
a series of prized Grand Challenges to develop AVs and drive them through a race course. Numerous events were 
carried out after the DARPA events, including the Intelligent Vehicle Future Challenges from 2009 to 2013; the 
Hyundai Autonomous Challenge in 2010; the VisLab Intercontinental Autonomous Challenge in 2010; or the Public 
Road Urban Driverless-Car Test in 2013. These contests brought great popularity to AVs, and companies such as 
GM, Volvo and Volkswagen teamed up with leading universities to develop more advanced prototypes. Very 
importantly, Google established a Driverless Cars initiative, hiring some of the best engineering talent in the field 
and providing them with access to substantial resources. As of late 2015, Google's AV, now called Waymo, crossed 
the million-mile mark driven on public roads, having only been involved in sixteen minor accidents in six years, all of 
which allegedly the fault of other drivers. nuTonomy launched driverless taxis for the first time in the world in 
2016. 

Several other companies are investing heavily in AVs. Uber opened up its own self-driving car lab in early 2015 with 
the vision of creating driverless taxis. Tesla has been working on self-driving cars for several years, rolled out an 
autopilot mode to its existing cars beginning in October 2015, and hopes to commercially release a line of fully 
autonomous vehicles by the end of 2019. BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and Apple decided to develop their own versions 
of self-driving cars. In 2019, Audi has released their new A8 model with level 3 autonomous driving.  

The latest breakthroughs of Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms have reached and influenced self-driving vehicles. 
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), Driver Monitoring Systems (DMS) and Automated Driving Systems 
(ADS) are being developed by leading companies using these techniques. This was possible also thanks to advances 
in hardware that made feasible to run AI models in a vehicle in real time. One example is the Drive PX board, 
presented by Nvidia in 2015, specially designed to perform Deep Learning (DL) tasks in vehicles. 

It is important to quote some of the crashes with test vehicles, which would suggest that algorithms and hardware 
still need refining. As an example, in May 2016, the driver of a Tesla in autopilot mode was killed when the vehicle 
ran into the side of a tractor trailer; the embedded technology did not detect the white trailer against a brightly lit 
sky. This misclassification propagated forward to the motion planning process consequently not activating the 
automatic emergency braking system and the driver did not brake either, [30]. Such incidents tend to damage 
public perception of AV safety, where there is already understandable concern. 
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Despite all the above advances, it is widely accepted that AVs will not become mainstream on the majority of roads 
globally in the immediate future [18],[20]. The most likely early adoption settings will be in closed environments 
like university campuses and retirement villages. Several estimates indicate that AVs are expected to occupy 25% 
of the global market by 2040, [41]. Connected and fully automated or autonomous vehicles (CAVs) are becoming 
increasingly viable as a technology and may dominate the automotive industry. Once CAVs are sufficiently reliable 
and affordable, they will gain greater market penetration, generating significant impacts as outlined below.  

Finally, note that most of the discussion has referred to autonomous cars, but there are many other opportunities 
in automating commercial vehicles, including autonomous trucks, autonomous buses or autonomous construction 
equipment, for purposes such as hub to hub transportation of goods and confined areas automation.  

3.1 Automation Levels  

Within such history, it is important to recall the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) taxonomy of driving 

automation levels as reflected in [36], beyond cars without computer assistance for driving activities (level 0). 

Currently, many achievements have reached production in the form of driver assistance systems for cars: lane 

detection is used to facilitate lane departure warnings (LDWs) for the driver and augment their heading control 

with lane keeping assistance (LKAS) systems; the detection and tracking of vehicles travelling ahead is used in 

adaptive cruise control systems (ACC) to keep a safe and comfortable distance; more recently, pre-crash systems 

emerged that trigger full braking power to lessen damage if a driver reacts too slowly. The taxonomy of driving 

automation levels is presented below, while further details can be found in [40]. 

Table 1. SAE automation levels [36] 

Level Name Description 

1 Assisted automation Automation for specific activities, like 
assistive parallel parking, adaptive 
cruise control (ACC), lane-keeping 
assistance (LKA), and electronic stability 
control 

2 Partial automation Combination of two or more of the 
above features, such as ACC plus LKA 

3 Conditional automation Self-driving automation with full control 
of all critical safety functions under 
certain conditions. The driver is still 
expected to take over in some 
instances.  

4 High automation Vehicles are fully self-driving, without 
need for human intervention. The 
automated driving system controls 
within a prescribed operational domain. 

5 Full automation The automated driving system can 
operate the vehicle under all on-road 
conditions with no design based 
restrictions.  

 

One of the emphasis of the Trustonomy project will be on level 3 AVs and the corresponding RtI command. 
However, the project, and this deliverable, will present benefits and risks referring to all levels. 
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3.2 AV Hardware  

Beyond mechanical elements, technologically, AVs rely on hardware, which include: 

 On-board computers to perform the required real-time computations. Noticeable examples are the Nvidia 
Drive PX and PX2 boards. Of course, faster computers will facilitate handling the growing amounts of data.  

 The Controller Area Network (CAN) bus serves as the central system of the vehicle, enabling the 
intercommunication of Electronic Control Units (ECUs), small computers that control most sub-systems in a 
connected car. 

 Various telematics systems, focusing on monitoring and ensuring vehicle safety, including roadside 
assistance and in-car navigation services.  

 Sensors. Numerous sensors are included in AVs for vehicle interior and exterior environmental perception 
like: 

o Visible light cameras (monocular and stereo, monochrome and colour). 
o Near infrared (NIR) and far infrared (FIR) cameras, depth cameras. 
o Radar (radio detection and ranging). 
o Lidar (light detection and ranging). 
o Odometry and inertial sensors to estimate vehicle’s motion. 

In some designs, a separate group of sensors is used to monitor driver state (sometimes other occupants 
as well), typically through NIR cameras, but also FIR ones, Time of Flight cameras and radars.  

 Global Navigation Satellite Systems (including GPS) to estimate positioning. 

 Event Data Recorders (EDRs) to register electronic evidence concerning vehicle crashes potentially usable 
in liability cases. 

 Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication systems, e.g. with traffic lights, 
highway systems or lane markers. In this respect, it is important to emphasise 5G communications. 

 Actuators, necessary for closing the control loop, for steering the wheel, the brake, or the throttle control. 
Within these, all elements used to set up the RtI command, which may cover sound, light and haptic 
devices, should be included. 

For safety reasons, providing redundancy in both sensor setup and data processing is common practice, especially 
when shifting functionality from a research environment to a series production level. An important step when 
setting up operations is to properly perform the sensor calibration and fusion. 

Two configuration examples are described in: 

 Waymo’s https://storage.googleapis.com/sdc-prod/v1/safety-report/Safety%20Report%202018.pdf 

 BMW’s https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/deutschland/article/detail/T0271369DE/automatisiertes-
fahren-bei-der-bmw-group 

Several important technological hurdles remain before AVs can be safely used. Proper classification of identified 
objects is one of the major issues. Misclassification may cause incorrect prediction of object’s behaviour leading to 
an inaccurate assessment of the situation. To minimize risk of accidents, system sensitivity should be very high to 
react even in cases with high uncertainty. Such systems, however, would be prone to false-positives leading to false 
alarms and unnecessary emergency reactions. This problem occurred in 2018 when an Uber AV car killed a 
pedestrian in Tempe, Arizona, USA [30]. First, the system needed few precious seconds to identify an approaching 
object as a bicycle. But even when this happened, the emergency braking was not engaged, because of an anti-
false-positives policy. The same problem occurs, when sensors tend to interpret puddles of water as potholes, 
causing the car to slow down more than necessary. Another serious issue is related to the sensor technology used 
in AV systems. Both lidars and camera systems are prone to precipitation (rain, snow), or fog. Such condition limits 
visibility, but may also cause incorrect detections, when water droplets floating behind a moving car, or exhaust 
pipe vapour may be detected by lidar as a separate object. These are just examples, there are many more issues 
that have to be solved before AV vehicles becomes a common means of transportation.  

https://storage.googleapis.com/sdc-prod/v1/safety-report/Safety%20Report%202018.pdf
https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/deutschland/article/detail/T0271369DE/automatisiertes-fahren-bei-der-bmw-group
https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/deutschland/article/detail/T0271369DE/automatisiertes-fahren-bei-der-bmw-group
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3.3 AV Software 

It is noteworthy to emphasise that AVs rely also on software typically formed by a pipeline of individual 
components, consisting of over a hundred million lines of code, linking sensor inputs to motor outputs, with the 
following typical steps: 

 Capture of information from sensors (road state, driver state, passengers state). 

 Perception. Interpret information from sensors to:  
o Derive semantics, geometry, and location of vehicle. 
o Derive state of driver and state of passengers. 
o Derive vehicle state estimation and ego-motion compensation, to identify static obstacles, traffic 

participants and other moving obstacles, finally classified as cars, trucks, bicycles, pedestrians, 
animals and others, by having a look on the appearance and history of motion behaviour. 

o Make a road shape estimation, perform a map aided location. 

 Prediction of evolution of participants in scene. 

 Make decisions concerning, as required [33]. 
o Route planning. 
o Motion planning. 
o Request to intervene command issuing. 

These components rely on a variety of methods, including rule-based and complex deep learning algorithms such 
as convolutional networks [4], due to its efficiency in dealing with images. A major problem refers to teaching the 
car how to respond to the many unlikely events. The only way to handle such rare events has been to record them 
as they arise, devise responses with the help of high-powered machine learning (ML) algorithms and then test 
those solutions with simulations and yet more driving. As an alternative, recently Bayesian versions [28] are being 
explored: safety can be improved by quantifying the uncertainties of component outputs and propagating them 
forward through the pipeline with the aid of Bayesian methods  

For the decision phases, optimization based on expected utility [16] is used, with discussions on what is the 
appropriate utility function for ethical reasons, see the discussion in 7.3 and [5]. Also concepts of game theory and 
adversarial risk analysis (ARA) when considering groups of interacting vehicles with various degrees of autonomy 
are relevant to develop behavioural models of participants in a traffic scene. 

Erroneous component outputs propagate downstream, hence safe AV software must consider the ultimate effect 
of each component’s errors. For security reasons, algorithms and software are being robustified. In particular, a key 
area refers to testing the ML algorithms and implementation as described in [43], who present AVs as a major case 
study for ML testing. 

Further, improving safety alone is not sufficient. Passengers must also feel safe to trust and use AV systems. To 
address such concerns, there are two main themes which are modern general requirements of ML and AI 
algorithms:  

 Interpretability. It refers to explaining what the AV observes and why it makes the decisions it does, so as to 
reassure passengers. This would: 
o Help passengers trust AV technology by informing them what the AV is doing and why. 
o Help society broadly understand and become comfortable with the technology, overcoming a 

reasonable fear of the unknown. 
o Aid engineers understand the models to validate against safety standards. 
o Increase accountability for insurance and legal liability reasons, by reviewing and explaining decisions if 

something goes wrong. 
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  Compliance. It refers to maintaining some control by the passenger. Two main issues apply: 
o Meeting law and societal norms requirements. An AV should only accept passenger requests that are 

safe and legal, hence protecting passengers from liability in the event of a crash. A manufacturer would 
need to balance the flexibility of the operational framework with their tolerance for liability risk. 

o Meeting passengers’ high-level directives. Suppose one enters a car driven by someone unfamiliar, 
whose driving habits quickly make us concerned; one might wish the driver to perform more carefully. 
With AVs, compliance to such passengers’ high-level directives would reassure users giving a sense of 
control. AVs cannot currently observe such cues.  

A comprehensive overview of AV hardware and software may be seen in [16]. 
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4 Impacts of automated driving 

AVs’ performance could improve over time with real-world driving experience. But this will be possible only if the 
public accepts and trusts the technology and its impacts. The magnitude of these implications would increase with 
the level of vehicle automation, the level of cooperation and the penetration rate of vehicle automation systems. 
Moreover, synergies between vehicle automation, vehicle sharing, and electrification will strengthen the potential 
impacts. Yet, the balance between the short and long-term impacts of vehicle automation remains an open 
question. 

In this section, a review of key impacts of automated driving is given. In order to increase trust in it, the project 
should take advantage of positive impacts and control negative ones, which may decrease acceptance of AVs. 
Various partial reviews are integrated and expanded, including [39], [8], [28], [38], [10], [6], [29], [32], [26], [12], 
[15], [21], [42] and [11], which cover legal, economic, psychological, societal and technological impacts. A list of 
potential positive and negative impacts of AVs is given, with brief comments. Our motivation is action-oriented: the 
focus on Trustonomy would be on what should be done to ensure that the technology is brought to market as 
safely and efficiently as possible.  

4.1 Positive impacts 

 This section deals with impacts generally perceived as positive ones to be derived from a wide adoption of AVs. 
Some of them should be accompanied by an increased electrification of vehicles and changes in the concept of 
vehicle ownership. Therefore, positive impacts include:  

 Safety increase by reducing dramatically human originated accidents. Recall that these are estimated at 
90%. Performance may improve over time if the public accepts mass deployment, which would allow AVs 
to gain more real-world driving experience. 

 New business opportunities would be created based on autonomous taxis and trucks, not requiring drivers. 

 A change in the concept of car ownership leading to fewer total cars might happen, as many privately 
owned cars will disappear as “on-demand” car rental fleets and services develop. 

 Fewer total cars, lighter cars and optimized computer-controlled driving will result in improved fuel 
efficiency and consequently less emissions by vehicles. 

 Less congestion in traffic due to optimized driving will improve people’s quality life. 

 AVs will provide a means of personal mobility to people who are unable to drive due to physical or visual 
disability as well as the elderly. The importance of this societal benefit is increasing, considering the ageing 
of population in many developed countries and, more specifically, in Europe. 

 AVs will provide more free time released from driving allowing for using such time for other purposes, 
entailing also reduced stress.  

 This found free-time on car trips might decrease the demand for fast, more contaminating transportation, 
in the sense that the faster arrival may be compensated by the possibility to use travel time for other 
activities.  

 Moreover, this found free-time would require further infotainment opportunities, stimulating this industry. 

 Rise of the usage time and mileage of individual cars (compared to parking time), and, consequently, an 
overall need for more maintenance benefiting this type of business.  

 Less parking space required especially in urban areas, as AVs can reach specific locations and stop there 
when idling for long. 

 Replacing human-operated vehicles with autonomous ones leads to profits on company-levels, by 
increasing the operation time (no need for shift changes and compulsory rest periods). This may be 
especially beneficial in fields like transportation or construction. 
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 Reducing number of workers in hazardous areas, by using vehicles without drivers in places like mines. 

4.2 Negative impacts 

Impacts generally perceived as negative as a derivation from a wide adoption of AVs are compiled now. Note that 
some of them are consequence of the positive impacts mentioned above. Negative impacts include:  

 Disappearance of certain professions (taxi driver, truck driver, etc.) as a consequence of the appearance of 
competitive autonomous taxis and trucks. Some of these drivers could focus on more specialised jobs in 
the same sector, but new jobs would need to be developed. 

 Reduction of certain professions (like traffic police because of increased safety, or parking wardens because 
of reduced parking needs, etc.). Again some of these could focus on more specialised jobs in the same 
sector. 

 Collision repair shops will lose a large portion of their business because of the reduction of accidents.  

 The decreased need for new parts for crashed vehicles would also reduce the demand for manufactured 
parts from part manufacturers and their materials provider. 

 The positive impact of AVs in terms of reduced number of crashes and fatalities will impact negatively the 
medical private sector, which would need to treat much less injured people. 

 Similarly, a large proportion of organ donations come from automobile crash victims and this will be 
reduced.  

 Many privacy issues raise in relation with AVs: 
o First, they are reliant on sensors, high definition maps and other instruments, from which 

information is collected and optimised to ensure the vehicle’s safe operation. However, there are 
concerns regarding who controls this information, what information is being collected and how it is 
used.  

o DMSs will collect a huge amount of data of driver and passengers inside the vehicle. Many privacy 
issues are connected to the use of this data that can be exploited for purposes different from 
safety. 

o V2V and V2I communications allow information to be transmitted between AVs, but expose the 
vehicle’s movements and location to external networks, from which people can access to locate an 
AV user, identify travel patterns making them susceptible to targeted marketing, behavioural 
profiling and surveillance. 

o EDRs for ascertaining the causes of accidents. This data may be sold to third parties and used 
against drivers to disturb AV users with advertising, to steal users’ identity, profile them and 
predict their actions, accumulating information over a large number of individuals. 

o The inclusion of video surveillance in AVs used as a transportation service, such as autonomous 
taxis. As users do not own these AVs, it is unclear whether the vehicle would be considered a 
public space, where surveillance can be considered acceptable. 

 Many cybersecurity issues arise as well, as many hackers have already shown how connected cars can be 
attacked. A good overview may be seen in [2]. Attacks have been performed or described as performable 
over numerous elements including the CAN bus (which is inherently insecure in its design), the on-board 
diagnostics port, the Infotainment systems (through Wi-Fi or cellular connections), the telematics systems 
(Bluetooth, cellular networks), the keyless entry system (radio frequency) as well as through charging 
cables (in electric cars). Some examples are: 

o Hackers could take control of the vehicle through wireless networks as the car connects with the 
environment. AVs are attractive targets for hackers as information concerning transactions, 
location and lifestyle data can be stolen and sold for a financial gain.  

o V2V and V2I communication channels can be hacked, which can lead to serious accidents.  
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o Sensor manipulation to disorient the AV’s systems, e.g. through bright lights to blind cameras and 
ultrasound or radar interference to blind an AV from incoming obstacles.  

A few considerations are relevant in connection with AVs special cyber security features: 

 One of them refers to supply chain risks, as AV components come from different countries and 
producers which do not necessarily secure their supply chains in a proper fashion.  

 Another one refers to manufacturers tending to believe that connected vehicles are more secure than 
what they actually are. This might be due to the fact that there have not been many hacks on 
connected vehicles so far, as there are not yet that many of them on the road.  

 Moreover, long development cycles and large numbers of suppliers mean that software gets rapidly 
out of date: cars make use of software from many suppliers, requiring that the manufacturer manages 
the corresponding patch cycles.  

 Furthermore, there is a broad and growing attack surface, given the huge size of software involved and 
the numerous hardware included, as reflected in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Some vulnerabilities in CAVs, from [38] 

 

As a result, AVs can be used to inflict physical harm and support terrorism and delinquency. Some examples 
include: 

 Automated drug delivery.  

 Of special relevance are the injection of fake messages and spoofing of perception and global navigation 
satellite systems (GNSS), as their data can be manipulated to undermine the AVs’ safety critical functions, a 
major driver for the emergent field of adversarial machine learning. 

Besides, AVs may introduce new safety issues including:  

 Reduced usage of seatbelt. 

 Pedestrians may become less careful. 

 Driver skill deterioration. 

 New safety threats in the transition phase between traditional and automated mobility. Human drivers will 
have to take control of (semi-)autonomous vehicle in critical situations with a limited reaction time after 
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long periods of automated driving (and, therefore, after long periods of inactivity or involvement in other 
tasks). 

Moreover, the elimination of human error does not entail elimination of machine error both in relation with 
hardware and software. An AV car may be vulnerable to traffic mishaps and disruptions, car-jacking or broken 
equipment. As a consequence, third parties involved in the design of safety systems in AVs will face greater 
vulnerability to lawsuits involving product liability. 

Finally, there could be reputational threats entailed by accidents associated with failures in design and 
manufacturing. 

4.3 Other impacts 

In this section, a compilation of other impacts to be derived from massive adoption of AV that will require a major 
re-definition of the current status quo of certain sectors or societal conventions, without necessarily having 
negative or positive connotations, is given: 

 There will be a need to redefine the role of driving training, in relation with the novel safety issues 
identified above. 

 Insurance. Safety improvements as a result of AVs will require insurance agencies to adapt and reconstruct 
their business model as their pricing models are created for today’s driving environment, in which the 
individual is the largest determinant of accident costs. Insurance companies sell policies to individual 
vehicle owners with human drivers being liable for car crashes. KPMG [1] estimates that AVs could shrink 
the auto insurance industry by 60%. Insurers will need to develop fewer but larger corporate policies to 
maintain profitability. Vehicle owners will still need insurance for theft and coverage for hail, flooding and 
other, as well as more limited liability coverage. This will likely cause a decrease in premium per policy.  

 Liability in the event of an accident, a related issue, is also not well understood yet. In most conventional 
car accidents, the driver retains some control over the vehicle and thus assumes primary liability for the 
vehicle’s state. Persons in AVs are no longer in control. Thus, it should be decided how liability will be 
apportioned between the AV’s autonomous system and the driver. Until such assignment and the 
corresponding effects on insurance costs are solved, injured third parties may resort to suing the 
manufacturer or software provider if responsibility belongs to the autonomous system.  

 A side effect of increased traffic obedience will be a reduction of traffic fines which make up a significant 
source of money for municipalities and governments. 

 AVs will induce a change in the development of roadways, as well as an increased need for technology 
infrastructure.  

 There will be an influence on the structure of public transportation, and the presence of AVs should be 
taken into account when designing new models in the long term. 

 There are many ethical implications derived in relation with the shift of responsibility from human drivers 
to AVs in making decisions in critical scenarios, including whether to prioritize protecting those inside or 
outside the car in case of an unavoidable collision, leading to moral dilemmas which will require major 
deliberation.  

4.4 An influence diagram of impacts 

Figure 2 provides an influence diagram summarising the impacts previously outlined. Blue nodes refer to positive 
impacts; white nodes refer to negative impacts; pink nodes refer to other impacts, not necessarily positive or 
negative, that need to be addressed. Yellow nodes refer to contextual factors that might have major influence on 
the whole issue of trust in AVs and its massive deployment. 
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Figure 2. Influence diagram showing dependences between impacts of AVs and contextual factors 
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5 A global risk analysis for automated driving 

Based on the influence diagram, the impacts associated with a massive adoption of AVs are displayed in a risk map 
in Figure 3, under the assumption that all contextual factors have been dealt with positively. The pink nodes with 
neutral connotations have been eliminated, as well as the white and blue nodes that mostly serve as links to other 
impacts. 

A qualitative scale is used for impacts (from very positive to very negative) as well as for likelihoods (from very 
unlikely to very likely). As an example, the provision of more mobility opportunities is perceived to have a very 
positive impact and to be very likely (if a massive deployments of AVs take place in the future). During the project 
this qualitative analysis shall be refined as evidence will accumulate. Finer quantification of some of the impacts 
here presented are described in [8].  

For the assessment, a few assumptions have been collected in Table 2. 

Table 2. Assumptions about impacts 

Impact Assumption 

Less Driver jobs 

Even though new driverless models will entail 
many drivers losing their jobs, new jobs are 
expected to be created in relation with AVs or 
in other sectors. 

Less usage of planes 

Taking advantage of time not devoted to 
driving allows using such time for other useful 
activities. However this would be competitive 
for short trips (about two hours). Beyond that 
people would still rely on fast trains or 
airplanes. 

More infotainment opportunities 

Additional free time might stimulate new 
infotainment opportunities. However, such 
industry is already big enough and will add a 
small part of their business. 

Less use of repair shops 

This will happen quite likely because of the 
smaller number of accidents. However, these 
shops may transform and absorb the new 
maintenance work required therefore 
compensating the negative impact. 

Infrastructure development 
The required infrastructure will entail costs but 
will open up new opportunities beyond AV 
development. 
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Figure 3. Risk map of main AV impacts 
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6 Regulatory frameworks 

This section compiles a few aspects concerning the governance of AVs and the involved risks. Our focus will be on 
the EU and member states taking part in Trustonomy Y pilots as well as on international standards. Having a 
completely autonomous unmanned vehicle in real public traffic is still legally vague. After lobbying from the 
Google’s driverless car project, Nevada passed first laws regarding autonomous vehicles in 2011, at least to 
facilitate research in this field. 

At both the EU and national levels, European governments are still evaluating the implications of AVs before 
establishing permanent regulations. The aim is to develop a unified strategy to regulate AVs, marked by the 
Declaration of Amsterdam in 2016, agreeing to meet twice a year to share best practices, monitor progress and 
collaborate at all levels of regulation. With imminent public release of AVs comes a series of important questions 
concerning how these vehicles should be regulated, and who should be liable when something goes wrong.  

First a mention to a few initiatives at EU level is provided, overviewed in [14]. 

 

Table 3. Some EU regulatory initiatives around AVs 

 AV testing is typically confined to private streets and pre-defined routes or restricted to very 
low speeds. Amendments to the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic took place in 2016 to 
legalise the use of automated driving technologies. The amended convention requires every 
vehicle to have a driver who should be ready to take control of AVs. The EP Research Service 
notes that this is incompatible with most highly automated systems, which may not require a 
driver.  

The EU has not modified its legal framework to incorporate AV-related liability and insurance 
risks but is exploring solutions to liability issues. The EC launched GEAR 2030 to explore 
solutions to AV-related issues. In February 2017, they made recommendations for using 
EDRs. In May 2016, EP Members recommended that the EC should create a mandatory 
insurance scheme and an accompanying fund to safeguard full compensation for victims of 
AV accidents.  

The EU has taken steps to manage privacy and cybersecurity risks applicable to all data in the 
region. The EP Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) Action Plan emphasised the need to protect 
personal privacy from early stages of designing ITS. The EC released a study in 2012 assessing 
methods to ensure data protection in ITS, consolidated through the Declaration of 
Amsterdam. The GDPR became effective in May 2018. It strengthened conditions for consent 
and increased penalties. However, stringent application of these rules may impede AV 
developments. Excessive data regulation usage may disadvantage European manufacturers, 
and it may be difficult to enforce the GDPR on non-European manufacturers.  

EU has taken incremental steps to control cybersecurity risks, although they are not AV-
specific. The EU Cybersecurity strategy was introduced in 2013, followed by the Directive on 
network and information systems security in 2016. Further efforts have been taken by 
various EU organisations to raise awareness and provide recommendations on how to 
address cybersecurity issues. For example, ENISA released Cyber Security and Resilience of 
Intelligent Public Transport, which include good practices and recommendations providing 
relevant advice for AV cybersecurity. 

 

Next, several relevant international standards are outlined. 
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Table 4. Some relevant ISOs for AVs  

 Given the relevance of EDRs and the potential use of its evidence in liability issues two 
standards are relevant: the ISO 27037 "Guidelines for identification, collection, acquisition 
and preservation of digital evidence" and the ISO 27042 "Guidelines for the analysis and 
interpretation of digital evidence".  

As a consequence of GDPR, each model developed should be subject to a privacy impact 
assessment. Although improvable, ISO 29134 "Guidelines for privacy impact assessment" 
could be used as a reference in that respect.  

Concerning cybersecurity and talking about interconnected systems, IoT, etc., the references 
are mainly ISO 27032 "Guidelines for cybersecurity", ISO 21823-1 "Interoperability for 
internet of things systems -- Part 1: Framework", ISO 19637 "Sensor network testing 
framework".  

Moreover, ISO 21448 "Road vehicles - safety of the intended functionality" provides 
requirements concerning user safety when an autonomous system fails, emergency sub 
functions are required and so on. ISO 26262 covering safety issues concerning stability 
systems, airbags, etc. Is also relevant. Functional safety issues are adopted in IEC 61508 for 
the automotive industry concerning electrical/electronic systems.  

 

Some ideas concerning the status in the countries where Trustonomy pilots will take place, namely Poland, France, 
Italy and UK, are now given. 

 

Table 5. Some Polish regulatory initiatives concerning AVs 

In February 2018, the Polish government has enacted legislation to address the problem of 
testing AV on public roads. An AV was defined as a motor vehicle equipped with systems that 
control its movements and enable its driving without intervention of the driver, who is 
however capable to take control of the vehicle at any time (i.e. the driver must be present in 
the vehicle). According to the legislation, it is possible to carry out research related to testing 
of AVs in road traffic on public roads, in particular for the use of AVs in public transport and 
other public tasks, provided that the safety requirements are met and that the permission to 
carry out such research is granted. The permission can be delivered by decision of the traffic 
management authority on the road on which the research activities are planned to be carried 
out. The authority consults the request with the inhabitants of the municipality in which the 
research will be conducted, allowing owners of a real estate located along the planned route, 
on which an AV will be moving, to file an objection. The authority is also obliged to obtain the 
agreement of the relevant road operator of the planned route and obtain an opinion of the 
Head of the Voivodeship Police, concerning the impact of research on the fluidity of traffic 
along the planned route. The research organization is obliged to take out civil liability 
insurance for damage resulting from the research related to driving AVs. The research 
organization is also obliged to submit to the Director of Transport Technical Inspection a 
report on the research work carried out related to testing of AVs and their equipment. The 
report, besides general information regarding research, includes characteristics of driver 
interventions and a detailed description of all collisions or accidents involving the vehicle 
under test. [source: Prawo o ruchu drogowym, Dz. U. 1997 Nr 98 poz. 602, z późn. zm.] 

Various OEMs and other companies involved in AV development consider testing of AVs on 
Polish roads. However, so far, no such research has been conducted. 
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Table 6. Some French regulatory intiatives around AVs 

The development activities of AVs are supervised by the National Strategy for the 
Development of Autonomous Vehicles, presented on May 14, 2018, which is led by the 
government's senior official for the National Strategy for the Development of Autonomous 
Vehicles, Anne-Marie Idrac. In addition, a legislative framework regulates and promotes 
open-road experiments for level 4 vehicles throughout the country. This framework, resulting 
from the 2015 Energy Transition Law, was updated in March 2018. It was completed in April 
2019 by Article 43 of the Action Plan for Business Growth and Transformation (PACTE), which 
broadens the possibilities. According to this set of texts, authorizations may be issued by the 
road authority or the traffic police after consultation with the ministerial services responsible 
for autonomous vehicles. The duration of the tests cannot exceed two years and drivers must 
be trained in autonomous driving and be ready to regain control of the vehicle at any time, 
even if they are outside the vehicle. 

Liability schemes in the event of an accident have not yet been regulated, but are the subject 
of an article of the Mobility Orientation Law which provides for its implementation within 24 
months.  

 

Table 7. Some Italian regulatory initiatives around AVs 

On February ’18, the Italian Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport published the first act to 
regulate development and tests of connected and automated driving, called Smart-Road act. 
It has been a fundamental step towards the road test of automated vehicles. Moreover, it has 
provided a definition of autonomous vehicles which is: vehicles equipped with technologies 
capable of driving and implementing driving problems without the driver's active intervention, 
in certain road situations and external conditions. This act has also established the concept of 
supervisor defining also its roles and responsibilities. Specifically, a supervisor is defined as 
the occupant of the vehicle, which must always be able to take control of the vehicle in any 
time and, therefore, is responsible for the circulation of the vehicle. 

So far, three cities, Turin, Parma and Modena, have been selected for preliminary tests 
concerning AVs in urban areas.  

 

Table 8. Some UK regulatory initiatives around AVs 

The DfT provided in 2015 an AV testing code of practice for manufacturers to ensure AV 
safety throughout their service life, with no legal status. 

Concerning liability and insurance risks, at the end of 2016, the Centre for Connected & AVs 
highlighted legal gaps concerning liability and insurance and proposed regulatory changes to 
the DfT, leading to Bill HC 143. It covers a comprehensive list clarifying the liability of insurers 
and AV owners if an accident occurs under a wide range of circumstances. Insurers are 
automatically liable for death or damages due to accidents caused by insured AVs. An 
insurer’s liability can, however, be limited in situations where the owner is deemed at fault. 
Manufacturers are also protected under the Consumer Protection Act if they demonstrate 
that a vehicle was not defective at the time it was supplied, and that the defect was only 
detected later due to scientific advancements.  

The DfT provided key principles for privacy and cybersecurity. The guidelines recommend 
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that manufacturers follow ISO standards, such as the Privacy Architecture framework in ISO 
29101. The principles state that personal information must be managed properly concerning 
what is stored and transmitted, its usage, the data owner’s control over these processes and 
ensuring AV users’ ability to delete “sensitive data”.  

The government has not yet exerted legal control over cybersecurity risks in AVs but is taking 
steps to increase awareness and strengthen the resilience of AVs against such risks. It has 
implemented two cybersecurity strategies applying to all cyber systems in the UK. A National 
Cybersecurity Centre was established in 2016 to analyse and detect cyber threats. Besides, 
the strategy aims to stimulate growth in the cybersecurity sector and enhance its citizens’ 
responses to these threats. 

 

Some German initiatives are also listed.  

 

Table 9. Some German regulatory initiatives around AVs 

The government started experimenting with AV safety standards through its project 
PEGASUS. 

The government enacted permanent legislation to address AV-related liability risks. AVs must 
install a black box to record the entire journey to determine liability during collisions. The law 
also doubles the maximum liability limits and attempts to apportion liability between 
manufacturer and driver: the former is made responsible for accidents where the AV system 
is in charge, and a system failure is the main culprit. However, the law lacks clarity on what is 
considered an adequate time reserve that drivers are permitted to have before taking control 
when necessary and on what grounds third parties own the data collected in the black box. 
Germany’s new Ethics Commission has also published the world’s first ethical guidelines for 
AVs. The guidelines recommend that there must always be clarity regarding who is 
considered the driver, which must be documented for determining liability. Moreover, it 
states that it is unethical for algorithms in the AV to use an individual’s data as criteria for 
decision-making during unavoidable accident scenarios. There has yet, however, to be an 
open discussion regarding the responsibility of persons designing such algorithms. 

Several voluntary recommendations for AVs have been released. It is recommended that 
specific rules clarify the data that businesses can process without the “explicit consent” from 
AV users. Similar to GDPR, these recommendations apply to all data and emphasise on 
complete transparency and drivers’ full authority over the use of personal data collected 
from the AV. Germany’s current data protection laws are strict regarding the definition of 
personal data as applied to information with the slightest link to an individual. It is likely that 
most connected AV data will be considered as personal data unless data-generating items 
have been designed to anonymise data.  
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7 The road ahead 

In this section, directions to be pursued according to the pillars stated above, related also with the identified 
impacts in Section 4, are provided. 

7.1 Methodological framework for operational assessment of D MSs 

Given the core focus of Trustonomy on level 3 vehicles, a key element refers to assessing DMSs. In general, it refers 
to the monitoring technologies (combining different indicators on sensory, motoric, cognitive and arousal state) in 
the vehicle being able of detecting if the driver is alert enough to take control. This may include detecting whether 
the driver has fallen asleep, where is the driver looking, whether the driver’s hands are on the steering wheel, 
whether the driver is distracted by other activities, has vacated the driver seat or is not focused. Since this is a 
continuous activity, the system should detect if the driver has been monitoring the road scene for a while. Of 
particular interest would be the capabilities of the DMS to detect states in the driver which highly increases the 
likelihood of accidents including being impaired physically or sleepy, in which case the vehicle could stop, or too 
distracted, in which case the car could issue a warning. 

Methodologically, the project will first to define the states of interest and their groupings (mainly alert enough, not 
alert enough). For each technology considered, a model which provides the probability of various states given the 
readings of the corresponding technology will be defined; then, various models will be integrated via Bayes 
formula. Finally, these probability estimates will be used for decision purposes, possibly based on the most likely 
state, depending on the utilities used. 

At a next stage, the dynamic aspects of this activity will be taken into account coupling the indices provided with 
forecasting models which allow to detect anomalies in behaviour and, consequently, set up alarms, or predict in 
advance relevant changes of state. 

With this in mind, a sketch of the work likely to be performed is: 

 Identification of the states to be considered. 

 Identification of the DMS technologies to be analysed and integrated.  

 Formulation of the models underlying the technologies. 

 Provision of a methodology for combination of their results. 

 Coupling of forecasting models. 

 Design of alerts and vehicle actions. 

 Experiments to check and refine the models, including simulations. 

 

7.2 Methodological framework for operational assessment of HMI designs 

Another key question refers to the HMI design. As Annex 3 of the GEAR 2030 Final Report [13] states ”for 
automated vehicles with a driver (levels 2, 3 and 4) there is the risk of human operator confusion if the designs of 
HMIs are substantially different across vehicle makes and models. Therefore, the major information and interaction 
features of the HMI should be designed in a way that allows intuitive and easy accessible control of the vehicle 
functions and must have a high level of commonality for drivers among cars and when crossing borders [i.e. 
internationally“. In [9] the authors laid out several requirements or principles for HMI in road vehicle automation 
including: to provide the understanding of the automation capabilities and status (minimise mode errors); to 
engender a correct calibration of trust; to stimulate an appropriate level of attention and intervention; to minimise 
automation surprises; to provide comfort to the human user, reducing uncertainty and stress; to be usable. A good 
HMI should consider all user types (demographics, operator state, etc.) but to date there is no universal concept 
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which addresses this. Automotive manufacturers have started producing some design concepts. Research projects, 
like HaveIT, InteractIVe and AdaptIVe, have evaluated specific characteristics of HMI solutions. However, to date, 
an integrated, fully functional HMI that meets all the requirements has not been produced. As an example, there 
has been a recent H2020 call DT-ART-03-2019 focusing specifically on Human centred design for the new driver role 
in highly automated vehicles, whose results will deserve special attention. 

Issues to be discussed would include whether an in-vehicle display should continuously show automation status; 
drivers should be alerted through a visual display only; an auditory warning should alert the driver; some kind of 
haptic warning should be used to alert the driver; the timing of the warning should take account of vehicle speed 
and other contextual factors; the vehicle should receive confirmation from the driver that they are ready; the 
driver should be informed why they need to resume control; drivers should be able to personalise warnings; 
warnings should be standardised across vehicles; warnings should escalate in urgency, to prepare drivers. Other 
possibilities refer to including affective elements within the HMI. 

With this in mind, a sketch of the work likely to be performed is: 

 Develop criteria for evaluating an HMI design.  

 Design a multicriteria value function to assess HMI designs. 

 Create a list of the HMI designs to be evaluated.  

 Perform experiments to assess the HMI designs. 

 Perform the assessment. 

 Combine the implementation with the results in DMS. 

 Provide recommendations for appropriate HMI designs. 

 

7.3 Ethical automated-decision-support framework 

Trustonomy will cover many decision support issues in relation with AVs. A key point refers to the ethics involved, 
especially in connection with distributing harm: the algorithms that control AVs will need to embed principles 
guiding their decisions in situations implying risk and possibly causing harm.  

Although people tend to agree that everyone would be better if AVs were utilitarian (minimizing the number of 
casualties on the road), these same people have a personal incentive to ride in AVs that will protect them at all 
costs. This inevitably creates social dilemmas: if both self-protective and utilitarian AVs were allowed on the 
market, few people would be willing to ride in utilitarian ones, although they would prefer others to do so. Another 
issue refers to who sets the rules. Should engineers make these decisions, making ethical decisions for everyone; or 
should the AV learn via ML algorithms, possibly in a cooperative manner; or should this be done through a 
regulator. 

Decision support algorithms for AVs will need to deal with intricate decisions, including uncertainty about decision 
outcomes, and encompass concepts of expected risk, expected value, and harm and blame assignment. Should AVs 
account for the ages of passengers and pedestrians? If a manufacturer offers different versions of their decision 
support algorithms, and a buyer chooses one of them, is the buyer to blame for the eventual harmful 
consequences of the algorithm’s decisions? Recall, though, that there will always be unexpected situations never 
seen and learned about before, which the vehicle nevertheless has to cope with. 

The interaction between autonomous vehicles and other traffic participants, both automated and humans, will also 
need more work. For this purpose, the information about the behaviour and intentions of other traffic participants 
has to be gathered. Moreover, the coexistence of different types of vehicles with different automation levels. 

With this in mind, a sketch of the work likely to be done is: 

 Concerning ethical Automated Driving (AD) decisions: 
o Build a set of ethically challenging or questionable RtI scenarios. 
o Build a set of privacy and auditability requirements in ordinary vs accident instigating situations. 
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o Perform a consultation with experts and non-experts of pros/cons of possible solutions from a 
legal and ethical perspective. 

o Identify objectives to be considered within an ethical driving setting. 
o Identify the parametric form of a utility function within such setting and provide ways to assess it.  
o Provide ways to let the utility evolve and learn cooperatively, possibly covering ideas from ARA.  
o Run the models against the set of challenging scenarios. 

 Concerning adaptive early warning decisions for RtI: 
o Development of a generic early warning model combining the developments in earlier strands. 
o Providing an adaptive version of the model.  
o Testing the models. 
o Development of a library of ethical trajectory planning models in ADS. 

 Finally, a comprehensive risk analysis model in connected ADS will be provided, including: 
o The general setup of the model, including objectives. 
o A collection of parameterised insurance options.  
o An illustration of the models in various scenarios. 

7.4 Novel driver training curricula for human drivers of ADS  

For reasons outlined in Section 4.2, driver training might need to be redefined. GEAR 2030 [13] in its Annex 3 
addressed briefly the importance of training and licensing: Training and education of drivers is crucial in view of the 
successful implementation of highly automated vehicles. The general principles applying to driving licences should 
be kept (simple, universal). With automation, there may be a need to validate competence of drivers, particularly 
newly qualified drivers who may be overwhelmed by the features available on their vehicles. There is already 
evidence that drivers do not understand the operation of even simple systems such as ABS, and that consequently 
such systems under-perform [7]. Indeed, as new competencies are needed as a result of increasing automation, 
then the question arises of whether these competencies should be included in standard driving tests. As an 
example, in the UK, the use of a satnav has recently become an element in the on-road part of the driving test. 
Also, as identified in the implementation of Directive 2006/126/EC final report, knowledge of modern driver 
assistant systems by driving examiners and inclusion of (semi-) autonomous driving in the examination procedure 
was an issue that was raised by a vast majority of those consulted. 

It can be envisaged that upskilling of drivers may be necessary at certain levels of automation relating to: 

 Supervision (especially under low workload conditions). 

 Information sharing (between the vehicle and the operator, as well as between other road users (both 
automated and not). 

 Cooperation/collaborating with the vehicle. 

 Familiarity with automated functions. 

 Mastering transitions, the movement from passive to active operator. 

 Insight into when is it safe to engage in a secondary task. 

 Error recognition. 

As mentioned, lessons learned from aviation may be relevant to the driving context. Whilst a pilot is more 
rigorously trained and constantly monitored compared to today’s drivers, there are some similarities between the 
tasks of a pilot monitoring an aircraft’s autopilot and that of a driver of a highly AV. Relevant topics include: 

 Sharing of authority. 

 Over-reliance on technology. 

 Skill degradation. 

 Boredom or inattention in periods of low workload. 

 High task demand under conditions of very high workload. 

 Failure of automated systems to meet pilots’ expectations. 
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Topics that would be studied refer to whether drivers should receive specific training related to resuming control; 
whether they should be able to practise resuming control; training on resuming control should be mandatory; all 
learner drivers should receive training in resuming control; only specially trained instructors should carry out 
training on resuming control; an instruction manual can convey the information about resuming control; drivers 
should be informed in which situations the automation might not work perfectly.  
With this in mind, a sketch of the work likely to be done is: 

 Identification of new topics to be covered in driving training curricula. 

 Development of a set of applicable ICT-based training tools and materials. 

 Validation of the materials through pilots. 

 Development of certification requirements for professional drivers of ADS. 

7.5 Framework for driver intervention performance assessment  

As driver intervention performance assessment is not yet standardised or harmonised, Trustonomy will develop a 
set of widely acceptable methods comprising time-based intervention performance measures (i.e. for assessing the 
different time budget components from RtI initiation up to full vehicle control stabilisation), as well as objective 
(e.g. minimum time headway) and subjective (e.g. perceived controllability) take-over quality measures.  

The framework should take into account the DSM output and forecast and the current state of traffic and forecast, 
and the utility function underlying the decisions of the vehicle, as well as basic features of the driver in charge. It 
should decide in a predictive manner whether control should be transferred to the driver or not. At a second stage, 
interaction with vehicles with different automation levels would be considered. Finally, extensions to fully 
automated vehicles would be explored. Considerations that should be taken into account whether drivers should 
be able to pass control back to the vehicle at any time; drivers should be able to take control of the vehicle at any 
time; the vehicle should be able to learn how good a driver is at resuming control; the vehicle should decide when 
control will be passed over, not the driver; or passengers should be able to hear and see the warnings to resume 
control. 

With this in mind a sketch of the work likely to be done is: 

 List of objectives to support DIPA decisions. 

 A parametrised utility model to support DIPA decisions. 

 A framework to support DIPA decisions. 

 The inclusion of adversarial risk analysis elements to take into account various automation levels. 

 An exploration of extensions to fully autonomous vehicles. 

 

7.6 Performance, trust and acceptance of ADS  

User acceptance and driver intervention performance will be evaluated through pilots and simulations, for a range 
of DMSs, HMI designs, automated decision-making models and driver training methods, in various road transport 
modes (cars, buses, trucks), with different levels of complexity in terms of driving scenarios, through the close 
engagement of a large and representative set of real users (in terms of age, sex and gender, mileage, license 
category, etc.).  

Trustonomy will specifically investigate the mediating effects of the multi-dimensional aspects of trust on driver 
acceptance and engagement with autonomous vehicles. Field trials and state-of-the-art virtual environments will 
be used in order to assess innovative and safe ways of building, maintaining and regaining driver trust in key 
automation characteristics (focusing on intervention and take-over). Four pilots will be undertaken in Poland (led 
by ITS), France (IFSTTAR), Italy (SCANIA) and UK (ULEEDS).  
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With this in mind, a sketch of the work likely to be done is: 

 Design the experiments. 

 Perform the experiments. 

 Analyse the data of the experiments. 

 Reflect the analysis on the other Trustonomy pillars. 

 Derive policy conclusions. 

7.7 Policy recommendations 

Based on all of the above, policy and standard recommendations shall be provided. In particular, contributions into 
technical standards related to DSM and DIPA are expected, especially in relation to planned ISO TC22 activities 
(standardization concerning compatibility, interchangeability and safety of road vehicles) and especially driver 
interaction with driver environment and driver systems (SC39) and potentially electrical and electronic components 
and general system aspects (SC32). Moreover, the Trustonomy consortium will consider recommendations towards 
the UNECE working groups on automated vehicles certification as well as the Euro NCAP ongoing work in 
development of assessment protocols for safety assist/occupant monitoring functions. 

With this in mind, a sketch of the work likely to be done is: 

 Compare with regulations in US, Australia, China and Japan. 

 Stay alert of regulations in EU and member countries. 

 Compare with international standards. 

 Summarise findings from pilots and present to regulatory and standardization organizations. 

 Provide policy and standards recommendations. 
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8 Conclusions 

This deliverable analysed the overall operational context of automated driving, including the regulatory framework, 
the existing solutions and the expected trends. The major impacts affecting AVs that might promote or harm their 
acceptance have been identified in relation with contextual factors and assessed in an initial simple risk map. In 
relation with them, research and innovation issues have been identified to be pursued within the seven pillars of 
Trustonomy to foster trust in AVs. 
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Glossary 

 

ACC  Adaptive Cruise Control 

ADA S Advanced Driver Assistance System 

ADS  Automated Driving System 

AI  Artificial Intelligence 

ARA  Adversarial Risk Analysis 

AV Autonomous Vehicle 

CAD  Connected Automated Driving 

CAN  Contoller Area Network 

CAV Connected Autonomoous Vehicle 

DIPA  Driver Intervention Performance Assessment 

DL  Deep Learning 

DMS Driver Monitoring System 

DoA Description of the Action 

EC  European Commission 

ECU Electronic Control Unit 

EDR Event Data Recorder 

EP  European Parliament 

EU European Union 

GDPR  General Data Protection Regulation 

GM General Motors 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GNSS  Global Navigation Satelliet System 

HMI Human Machine Interface 

ICT Information and Communication Technologies 

ITS Intelligent Transport System 

LDW  Lane Departure Warning 

LKA Lane Keeping Assistance 

ML Machine learning 

OBD  On-bord diagnostics 

ODD  Operational Design Domain 

RCA Radio Corporation of America 

RtI Request to Intervene 

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers 

SoA State of Art 
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SoP  State of Practice  

V2I  Vehicle-to-Infrastructure 

V2V  Vehicle-to-Vehicle 

 


